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ABSTRACT

The predictability of El Niño−Southern Oscillation (ENSO) has been an important area of study for years. Searching
for  the  optimal  precursor  (OPR)  of  ENSO  occurrence  is  an  effective  way  to  understand  its  predictability.  The  CNOP
(conditional nonlinear optimal perturbation), one of the most effective ways to depict the predictability of ENSO, is adopted
to  study  the  optimal  sea  surface  temperature  (SST)  precursors  (SST-OPRs)  of  ENSO  in  the  IOCAS  ICM  (intermediate
coupled model developed at the Institute of Oceanology, Chinese Academy of Sciences). To seek the SST-OPRs of ENSO
in  the  ICM,  non-ENSO  events  simulated  by  the  ICM  are  chosen  as  the  basic  state.  Then,  the  gradient-definition-based
method  (GD  method)  is  employed  to  solve  the  CNOP  for  different  initial  months  of  the  basic  years  to  obtain  the  SST-
OPRs. The experimental results show that the obtained SST-OPRs present a positive anomaly signal in the western-central
equatorial  Pacific,  and  obvious  differences  exist  in  the  patterns  between  the  different  seasonal  SST-OPRs  along  the
equatorial western-central Pacific, showing seasonal dependence to some extent. Furthermore, the non-El Niño events can
eventually evolve into El Niño events when the SST-OPRs are superimposed on the corresponding seasons; the peaks of
the Niño3.4 index occur at the ends of the years, which is consistent with the evolution of the real El Niño. These results
show that the GD method is an effective way to obtain SST-OPRs for ENSO events in the ICM. Moreover, the OPRs for
ENSO depicted using the GD method provide useful information for finding the early signal of ENSO in the ICM.
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Article Highlights:

•  The GD method can solve the CNOP in IOCAS ICM.
•  The CNOPs show a positive SSTA signal in the western-central equatorial Pacific and can represent the SST-OPRs of
ENSO.
•  The  SST-OPRs  show  certain  seasonal  dependence  and  can  provide  useful  information  for  finding  the  early  signal  of
ENSO in the model.

 
 

1.    Introduction

El Niño−Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the strongest in-
terannual signal in the tropical Pacific. Although large sea sur-
face  temperature  anomalies  (SSTAs)  are  seen  only  within

the  tropical  Pacific,  they  can  have  a  significant  impact  on
the  global  climate,  causing  severe  natural  disasters  around
the world (Mu et al.,  2014). Therefore, it  is very important
to  forecast  ENSO  events  in  advance.  Currently,  dynamic
and statistical models (Fig. 1) have been developed and can
be used to make six-month and longer real-time ENSO fore-
casts; such information can be found on the International Re-
search  Institute  for  Climate  and  Society  (IRI)  website  (ht-
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tps://iri.columbia.edu/our-expertise/climate/forecasts/#EN-
SO_Forecasts). However, the forecast skill of different mod-
els  varies  considerably  (Fig.  1).  In  addition,  extensive  re-
search on improving the forecast skill  of ENSO events has
been ongoing for decades. Great progress in improving EN-
SO forecasting skills has been made due to many internation-
al programs, such as the TOGA (Tropical Ocean−Global At-
mosphere) and the CLIVAR (Climate Variability and Predict-
ability) programs. However, there are still areas where the cur-
rent  real-time forecast  of  ENSO could  be  substantially  im-
proved (Tao et al., 2017). Therefore, it is very important to
continue to improve the ENSO forecast skill through theoret-
ical studies of ENSO predictability.

Actually,  significant  uncertainties  exist  in  ENSO fore-
casts; these uncertainties are mainly from defective initial con-
ditions  and  imperfect  representations  of  the  model  dynam-
ics process. In particular, studies have shown that initial condi-
tions can influence ENSO forecasts (Rosati et al., 1997; Fan
et  al.,  2000; Lee  et  al.,  2018).  Recently,  many  researchers
have focused on improving the initial conditions of ENSO pre-
diction. Gao et al. (2016) optimized the initial conditions of
an  improved  intermediate  coupled  model  (ICM)  using  a
four-dimensional  variational  data  assimilation  (4D-VAR)
method to improve ENSO prediction. Tao et al.  (2017) ex-
amined the initial-error-induced optimal perturbation of EN-
SO predictions in an ICM. Zhang et al. (2018) improved the
simulations of the 2015 El Niño event by applying error cor-
rection to the initial conditions and model parameters in the
ICM. Tao et al. (2018) showed that ENSO prediction errors
can be reduced by 25% when the initial-condition errors are
removed in the central equatorial Pacific. Gao et al. (2018)
optimized the model parameters and initial conditions togeth-
er  through  the  4D-VAR  method  for  ENSO  studies  in  an

ICM. In fact, the initial perturbation, which can develop in-
to a weather or climate event, can act as the optimal precurs-
or  (OPR)  for  the  weather  or  climate  event.  Therefore,  the
OPR  of  ENSO  can  be  represented  by  the  initial  perturba-
tion  that  most  likely  evolves  into  an  ENSO event.  Obtain-
ing the OPR of ENSO can help to find the early signal that
will evolve into an ENSO event and indicate the evolution-
ary process of the ENSO event (Mu et al., 2014).

Some studies on the OPR of ENSO have already been
conducted. Duan et al. (2004) investigated OPRs for ENSO
events with a theoretical coupled ocean–atmosphere model,
and discussed the physical mechanism of the OPRs for EN-
SO. Duan et al. (2013) explored the manner in which nonlin-
earities modulate El Niño events by investigating the optim-
al  precursory  disturbance  for  El  Niño  events  in  the
Zebiak−Cane  (ZC)  model. Mu  et  al.  (2014) revealed  the
great  similarity  between  the  OPR and  the  optimally  grow-
ing  initial  errors  in  terms  of  localization  and  spatial  struc-
ture  using  the  ZC  model. Capotondi  and  Sardeshmukh
(2015) investigated  the  OPRs  of  different  ENSO  events
based on a linear inverse modeling framework using observa-
tional SSTs and thermocline depth data and concluded that
the  predictability  of  different  types  of  ENSO  events  de-
pends  mainly  on  the  initial  subsurface  conditions. Hu  and
Duan (2016) found that the optimal precursory disturbance
for La Niña is almost opposite to that of El Niño, using the
Community Earth System Model (CESM).

However,  whether  the  OPRs in  different  models  show
the  same  spatial  structure  is  still  worthy  of  study.  In  addi-
tion, how to obtain the OPRs is a mathematical problem. Cur-
rently, many methods, including methods with linear assump-
tions  and  nonlinear  methods,  have  been  proposed  and  can
be  used  to  obtain  the  OPR,  a  special  initial  perturbation.
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Fig. 1. Dynamic and statistical models for real-time ENSO prediction from the IRI website,
including IOCAS ICM (red rectangle).
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Those  methods  with  linear  assumptions  are  limited  when
the  nonlinear  effect  is  nonignorable  because  the  evolution
of  the  ENSO  event  is  largely  a  significant  nonlinear  one.
Hence,  it  is  more  reasonable  to  adopt  a  nonlinear  method,
and the conditional nonlinear optimal perturbation (CNOP)
method is an effective nonlinear method for studying the pre-
dictability of the ENSO phenomenon.

The  CNOP  method,  which  was  proposed  by Mu  and
Duan (2003) to study the predictability of ENSO, is an exten-
sion of the singular vector in a nonlinear regime and can rep-
resent the initial perturbation (or the OPR) that will trigger
the  ENSO  event.  Various  methods  have  been  proposed  to
solve the CNOP, including the adjoint method, intelligent al-
gorithms (Mu et al., 2015; Ren et al., 2016), ensemble projec-
tion  algorithms  (Wang  and  Tan,  2010; Chen  et  al.,  2015)
and the gradient-definition-based method (GD method) (Mu
et al., 2017, 2019). The adjoint method is strongly depend-
ent  on  the  adjoint  models,  which  are  developed  using  ad-
joint technology and take large amounts of time and energy
to develop and verify (Gao et al., 2016), but some models or
modules still have no corresponding adjoint models or mod-
ules  (Mu  et  al.,  2019).  Intelligent  algorithms  solve  the
CNOP by searching the solution space randomly, so a cer-
tain randomness is unavoidable (Mu et al., 2015; Ren et al.,
2016). Ensemble projection algorithms introduce the experi-
ence  value,  which  is  not  always  reliable.  The  GD method,
which  was  first  proposed  to  solve  the  CNOP by Mu et  al.
(2017),  can  avoid  using  adjoint  models.  This  method  has
been applied to solve the CNOP in the ZC (Mu et al., 2017)
and MM5 (Mu et al., 2019) models and has been proven to
be an effective method to solve the CNOP. However, wheth-
er  the  GD  method  works  for  all  models  deserves  further
study.

In  this  paper,  the  GD  method  is  adopted  to  seek  the
CNOP to depict the optimal SST precursors (SST-OPRs) of
ENSO  events  in  the  IOCAS  (Institute  of  Oceanology,
Chinese Academy of Sciences) ICM. Non-El Niño events sim-
ulated by the ICM are chosen as the basic events to repres-
ent the OPR of ENSO, and the SST-OPRs for different ini-
tial months of those events are calculated using the GD meth-
od. Experimental results show that the GD method is an ef-
fective  way to  obtain  the  SST-OPRs of  ENSO events,  and
the  obtained  SST-OPRs  indicate  positive  SSTA  signals  in
the  western-central  equatorial  Pacific.  However,  the  pat-
terns along the equator are completely different and show a
certain  seasonal  dependence.  Further  experiments  illustrate
that  the  non-El  Niño  events  can  eventually  evolve  into  El
Niño  events  when  the  seasonal  SST-OPRs  are  superim-
posed  on  the  corresponding  seasons,  and  the  peaks  of  the
Niño3.4 index for those events occur at the end of the years,
which  is  consistent  with  the  evolution  of  the  real  El  Niño
events.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes  the  IOCAS  ICM  model,  the  CNOP  and  the  GD
method. Section 3 shows the experimental setup and paramet-
er determination in detail.  The experimental results and re-

lated analysis are shown in section 4. Finally, concluding re-
marks and discussion are given in section 5.

2.    Model and methods

2.1.    IOCAS ICM

The IOCAS ICM was developed by Zhang et al. (2003)
to  simulate  and  predict  SST  variability  in  the  tropical  Pa-
cific.  The ICM has already been successfully used for EN-
SO  simulations  and  predictions  (Zhang  and  Gao,  2016b;
Gao and Zhang, 2017). Moreover, it has also been used to per-
form routine real-time ENSO forecasts whose results are pos-
ted at the IRI website for Climate and Society.

IOCAS ICM consists of a dynamic ocean model and an
empirical atmospheric model, as shown in Fig. 2. The dynam-
ic  ocean  model  is  based  on  an  intermediate  ocean  model
(IOM)  developed  by Keenlyside  and  Kleeman  (2002),  an
SSTA model and an empirical representation of water temper-
ature entrained into the mixed layer, Te (Te model). The empir-
ical  atmospheric  model  is  a  statistical  model  (τ model),
which  takes  the  empirical  feedback  response  of  the  wind
stress (τ) to SSTAs into account. Figure 2 also illustrates the
coupling relationship between the IOM, SSTA model, Te mod-
el and τ model. Specifically, at each time step, the IOM pro-
duces the oceanic horizontal and vertical advections and the
oceanic pressure field (including sea surface pressure anom-
alies).  The Te anomalies  are  then  estimated  based  on  the
oceanic  pressure  field  by  the Te model  (Zhang  and  Gao,
2016a).  The horizontal and vertical advections produced in
the IOM, the Te anomalies produced by the Te model, the pre-
scribed  climatology  of  the  mean  currents  and  so  forth  are
passed to the SST model to calculate the SSTAs. Then, the
calculated SSTAs are passed to the τ model to calculate the
wind stress anomalies, which are used to force the IOM. In
addition,  the  ICM  is  initialized  with  the  imposed  westerly
wind  anomaly  for  eight  months.  The  evolution  of  anomal-
ous  conditions  thereafter  is  then  determined  solely  by  the
coupled  ocean−atmosphere  interactions  in  the  ICM  de-
scribed  above.  More  details  of  the  IOM  can  be  found  in
Keenlyside  (2001) and Keenlyside  and  Kleeman  (2002),
and details  of  the Te model,  SSTA model  and τ model  can
be found in Zhang and Gao (2016b).

2.2.    CNOP method

In  this  paper,  the  CNOP method  proposed  by Mu and
Duan (2003) is  chosen to study the OPRs of ENSO events
in  the  ICM.  The  CNOP  can  represent  the  initial  perturba-
tion, which can lead to the largest nonlinear evolution at the
prediction  time.  The  OPR  of  ENSO  can  be  regarded  as  a
kind of CNOP that will evolve into an ENSO event at the pre-
diction time. To solve the SST-OPRs, suppose we have the
following ICM: 

S f = Micm (S0) , (1)

where Micm is  the  integral  operator  of  the  ICM, S0 is  the
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state at  the initial  integration time and Sf is  the state at  the
end of the integration time. Both S0 and Sf are n-dimension-
al state vectors.

It is known that the CNOP is a kind of initial error ad-
ded to the initial state. Suppose p is the initial error added to
the initial state S0; then, the development of the initial error
p can be described as follows: 

f (p) = Sp−S f = Micm (S0+ p)−Micm (S0) , (2)

where p is  the  so-called  initial  perturbation  and Sp is  the
state at the end of the integration time when the initial error
p is  added.  According  to  the  definition,  the  CNOP  can  be
solved by the following maximum optimization problem: 

O (p) = max
∥p∥2⩽δ

(
∥ Sp−S f ∥2

)2
= max
∥p∥2⩽δ

(∥ f (p)∥2)2 , (3)

∥ ·∥2where  represents the 2-norm and δ is  the constraint of
the initial error p.  To solve the optimization problem using
the classical spectral projected gradient algorithm, version 2
(SPG2; Birgin  et  al.,  2001),  the  problem  is  converted  into
the following minimum one: 

O (p) = min
∥p∥2⩽δ

[−(∥ f (p)∥2)]2 = min
∥p∥2⩽δ

[−
(
∥ Sp−S f ∥2

)
]2 . (4)

(
∥ Sp−S f ∥2

)2
−
(
∥ Sp−S f ∥2

)2
Therefore, the CNOP can be obtained by solving the op-

timization problem in Eq. (4). The objective function of this

problem can  be  described  by ,  and  the  adapt-

ive function is .

2.3.    GD method

As  mentioned  above,  the  GD  method  was  first  pro-
posed to solve the CNOP by Mu et al. (2017). It has been ap-
plied  to  solve  the  CNOP in  the  MM5 and  ZC models  and
has  been  proven  to  be  an  effective  method  to  solve  the
CNOP (Mu et al.,  2017, 2019). According to the optimiza-
tion  problem  in  Eq.  (4),  the  adaptive  function  for  solving
the CNOP has the following form: 

F (p) = −(∥ f (p)∥2)2 = −
(
∥ Sp−S f ∥2

)2
. (5)

−(∥ f (p)∥2)2

The main idea of the GD method is to calculate the gradi-
ent  by  the  gradient  definition  in  mathematics  and  then  to
solve  the  optimization  problem  using  the  SPG2  algorithm.
In fact,  is  equal to −f 2(p).  Then, according to
the definition of the gradient in mathematics, the gradient of
the F(p) equals the first partial derivative of F(p), which can
be described as follows: 

F′ (p) =
[
− f 2 (p)

]′
= −2 f (p) f ′ (p) , (6)

p= (p1, p2, · · · , pi, · · · , pn)

where F ′(p) and f ′(p) are the partial derivatives of F(p) and
f(p),  respectively.  Suppose  that  the  initial  perturbation

 is an n-dimensional vector. Then,
according to the definition of the partial derivative in mathem-
atics, the f '(p) can be described as follows: 

f ′ (p) = [ f
′
p1

(p) , f
′
p2

(p) , f
′
p3

(p) , · · · , f ′pi
(p) , · · · , f ′pn

(p)],

i = 1,2,3, · · · ,n , (7)

f ′pi
(p)

f ′pi
(p)

f ′pi
(p)

where  represents  the  partial  derivative  of f for  vari-
able pi. According to the definition of the partial derivative,
the  can  be  obtained  by  calculating  the  limitation
when a constant close to 0 is added to the variate pi, so the

 in f '(p) can be expanded as follows: 

f
′
pi

(p) = lim
ω→0

f (pω)− f (p)
ω

= lim
ω→0

(
Sp,ω−S f

)
−
(
Sp−S f

)
ω

=

lim
ω→0

[
Micm (S0+ pω)−Micm (S0)

]− [Micm (S0+ p)−Micm (S0)
]

ω
,

i = 1,2, · · · ,n ,
(8)

pω =(p1, p2 · · · , pi+ω · · · , pn)

p= (p1, p2, · · · ,
pi, · · · , pn) [ f ′p1

(p) , f ′p2
(p) , f ′p3

(p) , · · · ,
f ′pi

(p) , · · · , f ′pn
(p)]

where ω is  a  positive  real  number  that  approaches  0  but
never  equals  0; pω represents  the  initial  error

;  and Sp,ω is  the state vector at
the  end  of  integration  time  when  the  initial  error pω is  ad-
ded  to  the  initial  state S0.  By  applying  Eq.  (8)  to  every
dimension  of  the  initial  perturbation  vector 

,  the  gradient  vector 
 can be obtained.
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Te : subsurface entrainment  temperature
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Fig. 2.  Components involved in IOCAS ICM and the coupling relationship between
them.
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2.4.    Dimension-reduction-based  singular  value  decom-
position

As mentioned in section 2.1, the resolution of SSTAs is
134 × 61 (= 8174), so the original solving space is 8174-di-
mensional  for  the  optimization  problem  in  Eq.  (4).  It  is  a
high dimension for solving the CNOP using the GD meth-
od. To improve the time efficiency, dimension reduction is
carried  out,  and  the  singular  value  decomposition  (SVD)
method  is  adopted  to  reduce  the  dimension  of  the  solution
space. Two steps are performed to conduct the dimension re-
duction: the first is to generate samples, and the second is to
perform the eigen-decomposition using the SVD method.

It is known that the ICM is an anomaly model in which
the  SSTA  is  directly  produced  by  the  ICM.  To  obtain  the
samples,  the  ICM  is  integrated  for  200  years,  and  the
monthly SSTAs are collected as the samples, totaling 200 ×
12  =  2400.  However,  the  first  80  years  are  the  adjustment
stage for the ICM, so samples for the first 80 years are aban-
doned to obtain reliable samples; 120 × 12 = 1440 samples
are collected as the final matrix. After the sample matrix is
determined,  the  SVD method  is  applied  to  perform the  ei-
gen-decomposition for the sample matrix using the follow-
ing function provided by Matlab 2010: 

[U,S,V] = SVD(As) , (9)

where As represents  the  sample  matrix,  in  which  every
column is a sample and the number of the samples (1440) is
the  number  of  rows  of  the  matrix.  Therefore, As is  an
8174 × 1440 matrix. U is  a 8174 × 8174 matrix composed
of the eigenvector of the matrix As As

T, S is a 8174 × 1440 ei-
genvalue matrix, and V is a 1440 × 1440 matrix composed
of the eigenvector of the matrix As

TAs, in which the matrix
As

T is the transposed matrix of As. The matrix U can repres-
ent  the  feature  space  in  which  the  samples  lie.  The  eigen-
vectors are sorted in descending order of the corresponding
eigenvalues,  so  the  matrix U′  composed  of  the  first  m
(m≪8174) eigenvectors can produce a new low-dimension-

al space representing the original solving space. Thus, the di-
mension of the original space can be reduced.

Although  the  solving  space  can  be  reduced  using  the
SVD method, it is not possible to run IOCAS ICM in the fea-
ture space, because every variable has its own physical mean-
ing. So, the variables need to be converted from the feature
space to the original space when running IOCAS ICM. This
is done using the eigenvector matrix.

3.    Experimental setup and parameter determ-
inations

3.1.    Experimental setup

In this paper, IOCAS ICM is chosen to study the SST-
OPR  of  ENSO.  The  spatial  domain  of  the  IOM  extends
from 31°S to 31°N and from 124°E to 30°E, which covers
the  tropical  Pacific  and  Atlantic  basins.  For  convenience,
only the SSTAs in the region from 31°S to 31°N and from
124°E  to  70°W  are  shown  in  the  following  experiments.
The region for SSTAs is divided into 134 × 61 grid points
for  the  sea  surface.  In  addition,  the  CNOP  and  OPR  are
solved using the GD method in the ICM and coded using For-
tran on the Linux platform.

To seek the SST-OPR of ENSO in the ICM, the non-EN-
SO  years  simulated  by  the  ICM  are  selected  as  the  basic
years. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the Niño3.4
index for the three chosen continuous basic years simulated
by  the  ICM.  For  convenience,  the  first  year  is  denoted  by
year(1), the second year by year(2), and so on. The CNOPs
for the initial  months from July(1) of  year(1) to June(3) of
year(3) are calculated; these months are shown between the
two dashed lines in Fig. 3. Therefore, a total of 24 CNOPs
can be obtained with a lead time of 12 months (one year).

Considering the seasonal dependence of the CNOPs in
the later experiments, the calendar year is divided into four
seasons,  from  January  to  March  (JFM),  April  to  June
(AMJ), and then JAS and OND. In addition, to improve the
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Fig.  3.  Temporal  evolution  of  the  Niño3.4  index  for  the  chosen  basic  years.  The  months
between the black lines are the chosen time period to study the OPRs of ENSO.
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time efficiency, the MPI parallel strategy is adopted to acceler-
ate the way the CNOPs are solved. All experiments are run
on a Tinahe-2 supercomputer system at the National Super-
computer Center in Guangzhou, China, in which each node
has two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2692v2 @ 2.20 GHz phys-
ical CPUs; each CPU has 12 logical cores, for a total of 24
processors for each node.

3.2.    Parameter determinations

When solving the OPR of ENSO, many parameters are
involved. The three crucial parameters are the dimension of
the feature space (DoF), the constraint for the initial perturba-
tion δ in Eq. (3) and the value of ω in Eq. (8), which are dis-
cussed in this section.

The DoF is  determined by the number of  features  that
are decided after performing the SVD analysis. Figure 4 illus-
trates the change of the eigenvalue and the cumulative eigen-
value ratio with an increasing number of eigenvectors. From
Fig.  4,  the  accumulated  eigenvalue  ratio  increases  with  in-
creasing eigenvectors, and the ratio reaches more than 95%
when  the  eigenvectors  are  more  than  48.  After  that,  the
curve of the ratio tends to become gentler; that is, the ratio
changes very slowly. Considering that more features will re-
quire  more  time,  it  has  been  found  that  the  adaptive  func-
tion  value  and  the  CNOP  pattern  obtained  do  not  change
much when more features are included. Therefore, the DoF
is set to 48 for the subsequent experiments.

The constraint for the initial perturbation δ in Eq. (3) is

also a crucial parameter in this study. It is obvious that the lar-
ger the δ is,  the larger the objective function value. (A lar-
ger objective function value means that the SSTA added to
the initial state is larger.) However, the SSTA in a real scen-
ario cannot be infinite. Therefore, it is necessary to determ-
ine a suitable constraint for the initial perturbation. Here, we
adopt the objective function value mentioned in section 2.2
and the average SSTA in the Niño3.4 areas to show the size
of the CNOP for different δ values when the initial month is
January  and  the  lead  time  is  nine  months. Figure  5 shows
the change in the objective function value and the SSTA in
the Niño3.4 areas (5°S−5°N, 170°E−120°W) as δ changes.
From Fig.  5,  the objective function value and the SSTA in
the Niño3.4 areas increase with increasing δ, and the increas-
ing trend for the SSTA in the Niño3.4 areas decreases when
the δ is larger than 10. According to the definition of the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in
2003, an El Niño event can be confirmed to occur if the SS-
TAs  of  a  three-month  running  mean  in  the  Niño3.4  index
are above 0.5°C for more than three months. Therefore, the
initial  SST perturbation  should  be  chosen  as  no  more  than
0.5°C, and less than 10% of 0.5°C (0.05°C) can be the con-
straint of the initial SSTA based on experience. From Fig. 5,
the average SSTA in the Niño3.4 areas is 0.042 (< 0.05°C)
when the δ is set to 10. Therefore, the constraint δ is set to
10 in this study.

In Eq. (8), ω is another crucial parameter when calculat-
ing the gradient using the limit in mathematics. In this situ-
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Fig. 4. Corresponding eigenvalue and cumulative eigenvalue ratio for the first
100 eigenvectors.
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Fig. 5. Objective function value and SSTA in Niño3.4 areas for different δ.
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Micm (S0+ pω)−Micm (S0)

√
δ2/DoF

ation, ω should  be  a  positive  real  number  that  should  ap-
proach 0  but  never  equal  0.  Considering that  the  evolution

 in Eq. (8) is 0 when the chosen ω
is  too small,  the following approach in Eq.  (10) is  adopted
to calculate the appropriate ω. As mentioned above, the con-
straint  of  the  initial  perturbation  is δ.  Suppose  that  the  ini-
tial perturbation is a vector that has the same value in all di-
mensions; then, the average of all dimensions can be calcu-
lated using , so we obtain the value of ω by redu-
cing  the  average  by  100  times.  In  Eq.  (10), δ is  the  con-
straint for the initial perturbations in Eq. (3), and the DoF is
the dimension of the feature space mentioned above: 

ω = 0.01

√
δ2

DoF
. (10)

The parameters used in the experiments are listed in Ta-
ble  1.  Additionally,  other  parameters  that  can  be  determ-
ined  according  to  users’ own  requirements  are  also  shown
in Table 1, such as the maximum iterations in the SPG2 al-
gorithm and the  lead time when solving the  CNOP for  the
ICM.

4.    Experimental results and analysis

4.1.    The CNOP magnitude

To  investigate  the  magnitude  of  the  CNOPs,  the
CNOPs for the initial months from July in year(1) to June in
year(3) are obtained by solving the optimization problem de-
scribed in Eq. (4) with a lead time of 12 months. Then, the
“basic run” and the “CNOP run” are carried out to calculate

the corresponding objective function value to investigate the
magnitude of the CNOPs. The basic run or “nature run” in-
volves running the ICM starting from the initial basic state
to the end time of prediction, while the CNOP run involves
running  the  ICM  by  superimposing  CNOP-type  errors  on
the  corresponding  initial  basic  states  from  the  basic  run.
This process is  demonstrated in Fig.  6.  Then, the objective
function value can be calculated using the equation of the ob-
jective function described in section 2.2.

Figure 7 shows the objective function values of CNOPs
for different months from July in year(1) to June in year(3).
From Fig. 7, the objective function values of CNOPs for dif-
ferent  seasons  are  quite  different,  with  seasonal  changes.
The largest objective function values can always be reached
when the initial months are in the JFM season, which can be
explained by the fact that ENSO events always tend to have
a  peak  in  winter  (JFM).  The  smallest  values  are  observed
when the initial months are in the JAS season. Therefore, it
can  be  implied  that  the  objective  function  values  of  the
CNOPs for different initial months exhibit particular uncer-
tainty and are sensitive to the seasons.

4.2.    The CNOP pattern

As  mentioned  in  section  4.1,  24  CNOPs  can  be  ob-
tained  for  different  initial  months  from  July  in  year(1)  to
June in year(3). By investigating their spatial structures, it is
found that the patterns for those CNOPs show a certain sea-
sonal  dependence;  that  is,  the  patterns  of  CNOPs  with  the
same start season are quite similar. Figure 8 shows the spa-
tial structures of CNOPs for different seasons. It can be seen
that all the CNOPs present positive SSTA signals in the west-
ern-central  equatorial  Pacific,  but  the  patterns  for  different

Table 1.   Parameters involved in this study.

Parameters Value Meaning

DoF 48 Dimension of the feature space
δ 10 Constraint of the initial perturbation

maxit 50 Maximum iterations in the SPG2 algorithm
Lt(months) 9 Lead time when solving the CNOP for the ICM

ω 0.01

√
δ2

DoF
A parameter in Eq. (10)
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram for evaluating the magnitude of the CNOPs.
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seasonal CNOPs exhibit obvious differences along the west-
ern-central equatorial Pacific. The details are presented as fol-
lows.

Overall,  the  four  seasonal  CNOPs  clearly  show  posit-
ive  anomaly  signals  near  the  dateline  in  the  equatorial  Pa-
cific, but their patterns off the equator are completely differ-
ent. For the JFM (winter) season, the pattern of the CNOPs
presents a dipole structure along the equator, while the posit-
ive anomaly area lies in the central-western Pacific and the
negative  anomaly  area  lies  in  the  southern  equatorial  cent-
ral  Pacific.  For  the  JAS  (summer)  season,  the  spatial  pat-
tern also shows a dipole structure similar to that of the JFM
season, but the area with a positive anomaly shows a larger-
scale distribution in the central equatorial Pacific, which al-
most covers the Niño3 and Niño4 areas. In contrast, the negat-
ive anomaly area lies in the southeastern equatorial Pacific,
an area with a larger value than that of the JFM season and
smaller  value  than  the  positive  anomaly.  For  the  AMJ
(spring)  and  OND  (autumn)  seasons,  their  main  patterns
both show positive anomaly areas along the equator. Specific-
ally, the positive anomaly area is around the dateline in the
central equatorial Pacific for the AMJ season, while for the

OND  season  the  positive  anomaly  area  lies  west  of  the
dateline in the equatorial Pacific.

In addition,  similar  results  were reported by Tao et  al.
(2017),  in  which  the  seasonal  CNOPs  were  also  obtained.
The basic events were ENSO events in their work, while the
basic  events  in  this  paper  are  non-ENSO events;  therefore,
the  CNOP  patterns  are  not  the  same.  Nonetheless,  both
show that the CNOP shows certain seasonal dependence.

4.3.    Temporal evolution of the Niño3.4 index

The magnitude and spatial structure of the CNOPs have
been investigated in sections 4.1 and 4.2. However, wheth-
er  the  CNOPs  can  represent  the  SST-OPRs  of  the  ENSO
events has still  not been discussed, and the way to identify
the  SST-OPRs  is  to  investigate  the  Niño3.4  index  accord-
ing  to  the  definition  of  an  El  Niño  event  by  the  NOAA in
2003.  Therefore,  the  24  CNOPs  mentioned  in  section  4.2
are  superimposed  on  the  corresponding  24  basic  initial
months to gain the temporal evolution of the Niño3.4 index,
and the results are shown in Fig. 9.

From Fig. 9, the basic non-El Niño events can eventu-
ally evolve into El Niño events when the CNOPs are superim-
posed on the basic state of the corresponding initial months;
that is, the three-month running mean of the Niño3.4 index
in Fig. 9 is above 0.5°C for more than three months, which
is consistent with the definition of an El Niño event. Further-
more,  the  peaks  of  the  Niño3.4  index  for  most  events  are
reached at the end of the year, which is consistent with the
evolution of the real El Niño events. Specifically, the peaks
for  the  Niño3.4  index  are  reached  around  December  of
year(2) for initial months from July(1) to December(2), and
the  peaks  are  reached around December  of  year(3)  for  ini-
tial months from January(3) to June(3). These results also im-
ply  that  the  ICM  can  simulate  the  evolution  of  ENSO
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Fig. 8. Spatial structures of optimal SST precursors for different seasons. Only the SST precursors for March,
June,  September  and  December  are  shown  here  because  the  CNOP  patterns  for  the  same  start  season  are
quite similar.
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events.  Therefore,  the  CNOPs  obtained  can  represent  the
SST-OPRs of the chosen non-El Niño events.

4.4.    Evolution of SST-OPRs

It  has  been  verified  in  section  4.3  that  the  seasonal
CNOPs  can  represent  the  SST-OPRs  of  the  ENSO  events.
To further investigate the evolution of the SST-OPRs in the
ICM, the temporal evolutions of the seasonal SST-OPRs are
shown  in  this  section.  The  seasonal  SST-OPRs  mentioned
in section 4.3 are superimposed on the corresponding initial
months, and their spatial structures of SSTA evolution for dif-
ferent lead times (3, 6, 9 and 12 months) are shown in Fig. 10.

From Fig.  10,  it  is  evident  that  all  the  SST-OPRs  can
evolve into El Niño events when superimposed on the corres-
ponding initial  seasons,  and the SSTA matures in  the east-
ern  Pacific.  Specifically,  when  adding  AMJ  (spring)  SST-
OPRs,  the  SSTA  signal  moves  quickly  to  the  central-east-
ern Pacific  after  six months and matures in the eastern Pa-
cific  via  wave dynamics.  When adding JFM (winter)  SST-
OPRs, the SSTA signal also propagates to the central-east-
ern Pacific and matures in the eastern Pacific. However, its
variability shows a certain unstable evolution during spring,
which  can  be  caused  by  the  spring  predictability  barrier
(SPB)  phenomenon.  When  adding  JAS  (summer)  SST-
OPRs, the SSTA signal fails to show growth from summer
to autumn (Fig. 10c), which may be caused by the fact that
the ocean tends to have a stable state during early autumn.
Later,  the  SSTA signal  is  transferred  to  the  eastern  Pacific
by Kelvin waves and matures  in  the eastern Pacific.  When

adding the OND (autumn) SST-OPRs, Kelvin waves are in-
duced quickly when the ocean state is disturbed at the start
time;  three  months  later,  SSTA  signals  propagate  into  the
central and eastern Pacific via Kelvin waves and mature in
the eastern Pacific.

In summary, four seasonal SST-OPRs can lead to the oc-
currence  of  an  El  Niño  event.  Although  the  SST-OPRs
show obvious seasonal dependence, their evolution can be ex-
plained by Bjerknes-like positive feedback and thermocline
feedback; that is, the wind anomaly, SSTA and thermocline
anomaly  over  the  equatorial  Pacific  may  establish  a
Bjerknes-like  positive  feedback  and  thermocline  feedback,
which will make the evolution of the OPRs sensitive to the ini-
tial months.

5.    Conclusions and discussion

The predictability of weather and climate has been an im-
portant research topic for years.  However,  the current real-
time  forecasts  for  ENSO events  could  be  substantially  im-
proved.  Initial  condition  errors  and  model  errors  are  the
main sources of the uncertainty in ENSO forecasts. Finding
how initial condition errors and model parameter errors can
induce the largest error growth in prediction is an effective
way to study the uncertainty of ENSO prediction. In particu-
lar, the initial-condition error has a pronounced influence on
ENSO forecasting, and much research has been carried out
to study the initial-condition uncertainty. In this regard, the
CNOP approach proposed by Mu and Duan (2003) is one of

 

 

Fig.  9.  Temporal  evolution  of  Niño3.4  index  when  the  SST-OPRs  are  added  to  the
responding initial months. The black curve is the initial Niño3.4 index. The evolutions of the
Niño3.4 index starting from the initial months of the OPRs are added, e.g., July(1) means the
Niño3.4 index starts from July in year(1). The red and green dotted lines represent January(3)
and January(4) respectively; that is,  the peaks of the Niño3.4 index. The black dashed lines
represent 0.5℃ and −0.5℃.
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the most effective methods. The GD method was first used
to  solve  the  CNOP  in  the  ZC  model  and  then  applied  to
solve it in the MM5 model (Mu et al., 2017, 2019). Beyond
that, it is desirable to study the effectiveness of the GD meth-
od in IOCAS ICM, as it shows good performance in ENSO
prediction. In this paper, the GD method is applied to solve
the CNOP for IOCAS ICM to identify the OPRs of El Niño.
The non-ENSO events simulated by the ICM are chosen as
the basic reference events to study their OPRs.

First,  the  CNOPs  for  different  initial  months  of  the
chosen basic years are obtained using the GD method, and
the magnitudes and spatial structures of those CNOPs are in-
vestigated. The objective function values of CNOPs for differ-
ent initial months exhibit particular uncertainties and are sens-
itive  to  the  seasons.  The  largest  objective  function  values
can  always  be  reached  when  the  initial  months  are  in  the
JFM season, whose corresponding prediction end time is at
the end of the year, which can be explained by the fact that
the ENSO events tend to peak at this time. The smallest val-
ues are reached when the initial months are in the JAS sea-
son, whose prediction end time is in the AMJ season (spring
season). It can be implied that the objective function values
of CNOPs for different initial months exhibit particular uncer-
tainty  and  are  sensitive  to  the  seasons,  which  is  associated
with the SPB phenomenon. By investigating the spatial struc-
tures  of  those  CNOPs,  a  positive  SSTA  signal  is  seen
largely  in  the  western-central  equatorial  Pacific  Ocean.
However,  there  are  obvious  differences  in  the  patterns

between  different  seasonal  SST-OPRs  along  the  equatorial
western-central  Pacific,  showing  seasonal  dependence  to
some extent.

Then, the CNOPs are superimposed on the correspond-
ing  initial  months  to  obtain  the  temporal  evolution  of  the
Niño3.4 index and to examine whether those CNOPs can rep-
resent the SST-OPRs of the ENSO events. The results show
that basic non-El Niño events can eventually evolve into El
Niño events when the CNOPs are superimposed on the ba-
sic  state  of  the  corresponding  initial  months;  that  is,  the
three-month  running  mean  of  the  Niño3.4  index  is  above
0.5°C for more than three months, which is consistent with
the definition of an El Niño event.

Finally,  the  temporal  evolutions  of  the  seasonal  SST-
OPRs are examined to investigate the evolution of the SST-
OPRs  in  the  ICM.  By  superimposing  the  seasonal  SST-
OPRs on the corresponding seasons, all the SST-OPRs can
evolve into El Niño events and the SSTA matures in the east-
ern  Pacific.  Thus,  the  OPRs  for  ENSO  events  in  the  ICM
can be identified and depicted using the GD method.

In addition, the OPRs for El Niño show certain season
dependency  and  positive  anomalies  in  IOCAS  ICM,  while
Hu and Duan (2016) found that  there are two types (posit-
ive and negative) of composite patterns associated with the
precursory  disturbances  for  El  Niño  in  CESM:  one  pos-
sesses a wide range of positive SSTAs over the equatorial Pa-
cific,  while the other consists  of an SSTA component with
negative anomalies in the central-eastern equatorial Pacific.
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Fig.  10.  SSTA evolution for different lead times (3,  6,  9 and 12 months),  when the SSTA-OPRs are superimposed on the
corresponding initial months of different seasons: (a) for March in JFM; (b) for June in AMJ; (c) for September in JAS; (d)
for December in OND.
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It  can  be  seen  that  the  specific  SSTA OPR patterns  in  the
two  models  are  not  the  same.  But,  both  studies  show  that
the peak values of Niño index appear at the end of the year.
Therefore, it can be inferred that the OPRs for ENSO are de-
pendent on the numerical model.  It  would be interesting to
study the OPRs of ENSO in other kinds of models.

Note that only the initial error in the initial SST is con-
sidered  in  this  paper.  Because  the  SST  can  be  affected  by
many  other  factors,  such  as  sea  level,  subsurface  entrain-
ment temperature, etc., it is therefore necessary to study the
OPRs for those related physical factors regardless of wheth-
er initial errors are present. In addition, not only initial-condi-
tion errors but also model-parameter errors can cause uncer-
tainty  in  ENSO  prediction.  Therefore,  it  is  worth  studying
the  influence  of  model-parameter  errors  on  ENSO  predic-
tion  and  whether  these  errors,  as  with  initial-condition  er-
rors, also show certain seasonal dependence. In addition, the
influence  of  the  combination  of  model-parameter  and  ini-
tial-condition  errors  on  ENSO  prediction  is  another  aspect
worthy of study.
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